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OUR
MISSION
STATEMENTS
OUR
MISSION

Riverdell Spiritual Centre's Mission
Riverdell Spiritual Centre inspires personal growth and leadership by
running life-enhancing programs that awaken consciousness.

The Emissaries (SA) Inc. Mission Statement
The Emissaries (SA) Inc’s Mission is to inspire humanity to be
motivated by love, truth and respect, creating an empowered,
sustainable future for all.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
Cheyne Morris
Another year to remember the changes and challenges that are present to enable the forward
momentum of The Emissaries SA Inc. (EMSA). Coming together even more potently, over
the last year has let the creative aspect of community deepen with the staff, facilitators and
volunteers at Riverdell. Our mutuality means the community isn’t just a place to do business
– it is central to our existence. Our collective strength is so vital in these times.
Our Sunday Service time, a pivotal time in the week is blossoming under Ruth French’s
enthusiastic dedication. This time allows members and guests to link into and expand the
latest Pulse of Spirit mainly from David Karchere at Sunrise Ranch, our sister community in
Colorado. It is also time with Jane Anetrini who joins us weekly and offers the gift of herself
wholeheartedly. There is a rotational system from the Sunrise Services Team and one other,
from this team, joins us weekly. As we are online others from across Canada, North America
and Australia also join. Thank you to all who collaborate with us, during this time, to add to a
dynamic, creative and loving hour. Other Sunday services follow at Edenvale Community,
Canada; Sunrise Ranch, Colorado and Cape Town, South Africa. Good to note with online
services and programs it is possible to join the website ‘Becoming A Sun’ and participate.
A major project this year had a smaller sub-committee of the Board meet regularly to revamp
the Constitution of the organisation. Heartfelt thanks to Andrew Horwood who spearheaded
the project and to the team who assisted this creative and collaborative endeavour which was
ratified at a Special Board Meeting this year. We move into the coming years with a
Constitution that reflects a contemporary viewpoint but still acknowledges the vibrant legacy
of EDL.
In August, Christine Spencer and Cheyne Morris initiated an Introduction to Attunement at
Riverdell. A ‘post-graduate’ Attunement course will happen in November 2022 to provide
ongoing training. Cheyne also offered a weekly event called Spiritual Conversations which
continues as a weekly event online and looks at Emissary legacy material and other relevant
material.
Thanks to Christine Spencer for her time on the EMSA Board. Due to family circumstances,
Christine stepped back in August 2022. Christine provided support at Riverdell for Sunday
Services and regular Attunement sessions. We wish her well and hope to see her when
circumstances permit. A larger-than-life presence who has notably strengthened in her
expression and offered so much to Emissaries, SA Inc. (EMSA).
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
Continued
Fiscally we are in good hands with our Treasurer, Andrew Horwood and Business Manager,
Justin Martin. A number of changes occurred to bring our leasing arrangements up to date.
This included the employment of a professional team who understands the dynamics of this
area and can advise us on decisions that serve the forward movement of EDL and our
leased businesses. The Treasurer and Business Manager will expand further on these
changes in their reports. I am proud of the outcomes we have delivered over the last year.
I had the opportunity of spending 10 weeks at Riverdell mid-year and wish to express my
deep thanks to all the staff. From the cleaning and grounds staff who lovingly tend the
premises to the admin staff who enfold and care for the course facilitators and the course
participants. This is what sets Riverdell apart from other Conference facilities – the love and
enfoldment for all who connect with our facility.
Also deep thanks to Justin Martin. His heart and his vision are aligned and his care for all is
deeply valued as he works for positive change. Our staff/community has shown great
resilience and strength over the last year and we have every reason to be optimistic about
what lies ahead.
My heartfelt thanks to the International Trustees, David Karchere and to the Sunrise Ranch
Community. To the Creative Field team and all those who participate in these consistent
meetings. They weave a web of love across this planet. Together with our amazing
supporters around Australia, and our resilient co-creators around the world, I believe we can
go even further in 2023.
We are well positioned for a bright future and this year’s performance helps safeguard the
very services our members, staff, volunteers and the community rely on for the coming year.
On behalf of the whole Board, I express gratitude to all who stand with us in the light of
creating a resilient future.
With love,
Cheyne Morris
Chairperson, Emissaries, SA Inc
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TREASURER'S
REPORT
Andrew Horwood
In this reporting period, we have not only continued to perform well financially but also
initiated structural changes in our financial management systems as the Board recognised
that we lack the level of skill needed to manage multi-million dollar investment properties!
We want to free the Board and Business Manager to have more capacity to focus on our
primary spiritual purpose. These changes are:
1. Engaging i2Advisory to take over the book-keeping function that Pandora Lifestyle
Villages (PLV) who leases Hillier Park and The Palms from EMSA) had previously assisted
with and created quarterly financial reports. This resolved a potential conflict of interest
2. Engaging Iain Arnold firstly and later Urban Commercial to assist us with Lease related
matters with PLV going forward.
3. Creation of a 5-year Business Plan which aims to have Riverdell Spiritual Centre making
a profit as a stand-alone business by 2027.
We end this financial year with a solid foundation for our long-term economic and
organisational future.
Financial summary
We don’t have audited end-of-year financial (EOFY) reports at the time of writing. Our
anticipated EOFY position is that we are slightly behind budget on the income side with
$100K more expenditure than budgeted. Overall, it’s looking like a slight deficit this
financial year of around $6K.
EMSA operates in a positive cash flow situation, with only the usual operating debt of
running a business. Our cash assets are strong (around $1M), and these form our working
cash reserves for the future. Our property assets also remain strong, and this has been
confirmed by a revaluation of our assets undertaken in late 2021.
Assets
We have our financial assets in two classes – the land and infrastructure of our investment
properties (Hillier Park and The Palms Residential Villages) and cash and Term Deposits
of approximately $1M. We continue investing in capital works (Capex) and improvements
in both Riverdell and Hillier Park/Palms infrastructure, strengthening our asset base.
Highlights of Capex at Riverdell this year include upgrading internet services; IT and
projector systems in the Sanctuary; completing the installation of a new dedicated
Emissary office space; painting kitchen, public toilets and offices; further investment in
facilities in Karrawirra and Bunkhouse and more.
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TREASURER'S
REPORT
Continued
Looking forward
We are planning another deficit Budget for the 22/23 financial year despite the projected
income increase, as we plan to invest further in Riverdell facilities and start planning for
possible expansion opportunities. This will reduce our cash reserves, and close oversight of
our financial management will be needed over the years ahead.
Summary
Our financial position remains very strong, due mainly to our sound investment and growing
Riverdell income. The Balance Sheet shows stable Assets and Equity, both of which are
very healthy. We have restructured our financial management and are making wider use of
expert advice. We are in a good position financially to plan for an expansion of our primary
purpose of providing spiritual programs “to inspire humanity to be motivated by love, truth
and respect, creating an empowered, sustainable future for all.”
Thanks
My heartfelt thanks to Justin Martin, Business Manager, for his diligence financially; to PLV’s
Directors, Martin and Lucy Banham and their staff, who have provided excellent and timely
financial services to EMSA until Dec 2021; to our accountants, i2Advisory, particularly Mary
Woollett and Kevin Johnson for their assistance with, and oversight of, our financial
operations; to Iain Arnold, Tenancy Solutions, for his excellent advice, including
recommending Rob Idol and Andrew Stabolidis of Urban Commercial, with whom we’ll now
be working long term.
Andrew Horwood
Treasurer
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BUSINESS MANAGER'S
REPORT
Justin Martin
As I sit and begin writing this annual report, the sixth of my career here at Riverdell, I am
overwhelmed with gratitude for the reality that is my life. The opportunity to be a part of
what is unfolding at Riverdell Spiritual Centre continues to humble me, and I am eternally
grateful for it.
I have found the last twelve months particularly inspiring. Adjustments to our constitution, a
re-imagining of our Mission statements, the development of a five-year business plan, and
the reworking of the relationship between EMSA and Pandora Lifestyle Villages create an
invigorated energy that, to me, is undeniable. My team and I are more energised than ever
to share with the world the beautiful gift the Riverdell Spiritual Centre is.
2021/22 saw significant improvements to the grounds at Riverdell. The planting of
hundreds of trees and understory plants, once established, will further enhance the natural
beauty of our Centre. There is already evidence of increased insect and birdlife in
response. Whilst there have been some teething problems associated with it, in general,
the grounds staff have responded well to the increased responsibilities after the pullback of
PLV in maintaining our grounds. In the coming months, adding a new mini tractor will
significantly assist in keeping things tidy.
However, the most significant improvement at Riverdell is the construction of the EMSA
resource building adjoining the programs office. Built to provide a specific and designated
home for all things Emissary, the new space is now full of relevant heritage material, casual
meeting spaces and a workstation. Equipped with a smart TV and Wi-Fi capabilities, the
potential for Board meetings, Service preparations and other related activities is now easily
facilitated. Not only has the EMSA resource building provided increased functionality, but
aesthetically it has improved the area, with an attractive veranda and deck effectively
joining the old with the new.
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BUSINESS MANAGER'S
REPORT
Continued
Other significant investments include a ducted reverse cycle system and renovated
bathroom in the Bunkhouse. The painting of the kitchen, toilet, and admin interiors, and we
finally completed the installation of the Solar Energy system, with the entire Sumai building
complex now connected and subsidised by the Sun. Whilst the exact numbers are as yet
unavailable, it is anticipated to reduce our CO2 emissions by up to 18% annually.
Of course, not everything goes to plan, and the ongoing frustrations related to building
compliance requirements from the Gawler Council continue to unfold. After many false
starts, we finally met with a Council representative, joined by a building design consultant
acting on our behalf. We will enact the necessary renovations to ensure our buildings meet
the required standards as soon as possible. To date, I have not received a comprehensive
plan. Stay tuned.
Relative to our Event bookings, we started the year with our calendar almost full. We held
high hopes for a record year of sales as we celebrated the removal of all COVID-related
restrictions on our operations. However, removing regulations, particularly regarding
international and interstate travel, created a spike in illness. As a result, we cancelled many
events and thousands of dollars of sold tickets needed to be refunded. Not hitting the
budgeted income for the year is frustrating; however, we still grew our related revenue by
$35,000 over last year.
2023 will be the most ambitious year to date since my employment at Riverdell. Plans for
the Goodness Me festival, currently scheduled for March 25th and 26th, are well underway.
A two-day program hopes to attract 1,000 people to the grounds of Riverdell to experience a
diverse range of modalities and activities in the atmosphere of the Dell and its surroundings.
Imagine the Twilight Market vibe spread over two days and evenings. I can’t wait!
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BUSINESS MANAGER'S
REPORT
Continued
Discussions have also begun to bring a certified 200hr Yoga Teacher Training course in the
latter part of next year. In collaboration with ‘Wild-Self Yoga’, the Riverdell team will host up
to 14 students for 21 days as they immerse themselves in the spiritual traditions of the Yogic
philosophy. This program will further elevate the reputation of Riverdell as a provider of highquality and accredited courses. If only for a short time, it will reignite the community aspect of
Riverdell, as a group of people live together for nearly a month, connected by a higher
intention. Furthermore, it is also a very profitable program model that we hope may become a
regular feature at Riverdell.
Now in its second year, the Riverdell Academy Mentorship Program (RAMP) attracted a
diverse range of participants, 9 in total, who joined us for two nights and days of immersive
personal and business development. A unique blend of good food, yoga, self-awareness,
intention setting, event facilitation and marketing education generated a fantastic atmosphere
of supported aspiration. This new crop of facilitators, combined with the original RAMP class,
currently represents approximately 75% of events booked in our calendar. Next year, we
have planned incentives to encourage EMSA membership. It is reasonable to assume that
many of our future members will come from the RAMP initiative. I congratulate the Riverdell
team and its supporters for holding this vision and allowing this fantastic result to unfold. We
intend to rerun RAMP, likely in the winter of 2023.
Next year, Riverdell will introduce a two-tier pricing strategy that will reward the membership
of EMSA. Acknowledging that we are a member-based organisation, we will encourage likehearted souls to take an increased interest in the future stewardship of the Riverdell Spiritual
Centre and EMSA. Facilitators hoping to use Riverdell as a venue will access significantly
better pricing by choosing to become associate members of EMSA. In time, this injection of
new members may allow future leaders to emerge and ensure the longevity of EMSA.
I hope you agree that 2022 has been a productive and successful year, and 2023 has the
potential to be even more so. I feel incredibly blessed to have your support as we co-create
the atmosphere and allow it to be so.
With Loving-Kindness,
Justin Martin
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EVENTS MANAGER'S
REPORT
Jasmine Hornby
This is my 5th year at Riverdell as the Events Manager, and I cannot believe how much
evolution and growth I have felt over this time. I think this has been reflected here at
Riverdell too.
Each year we refine our practices as a team, upgrade our facilities, and continue to evolve
and expand. With COVID regulations shifting over the past year, Riverdell can operate back
at its total capacity.
During the 7-month time frame from November 2021 to July 2022, we have held 51 events
through our marketing system; these ranged from retreats, workshops, dinners, master
classes, community celebrations, our Riverdell Academy Mentorship Program (RAMP),
monthly series, and public talks. In addition, we had 49 event bookings for facilitators that
hired the space but did not utilize our marketing platform.
Our RAMP program was held differently this year; as mentioned above, we have constantly
refined our practices. Previously our RAMP program was a 12-week 2-hour weekly course.
Upon reflection, this style did work; however, it was a large time commitment to those
attending and the Riverdell Staff. This year we wanted to change things up, leading to the
Mentorship Program being held in retreat format in June. It was a weekend retreat intensive
where a group of talented individuals joined the Riverdell team in:
• Expanding on their dreams
• Understanding themselves and their motivations
• Creating a mission statement in alignment with their values and beliefs
• The writing of short and long-term goals
• Understanding your audience and marketing
• Storytelling and connecting with clients authentically
• A welcome to social media marketing
• Event Articulation and envisioning
• Event Exploration, themes, flow, and the wave
• Presentation skills and container building
• Mini Group facilitation with reflections
• Yoga, Meditation and Breath Work practices
The retreat style of this program packed a punch leaving participants inspired and ready to
share their gifts with the world. Four of the nine RAMP participants have already created
and facilitated their first event in the three months since our retreat. This offering felt like
soul work, it was such a delight to see people connect with their dreams, gain clarity on how
to ground these ideas, and leave Riverdell inspired to begin their journey.
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EVENTS MANAGER'S
REPORT
Continued
Riverdell has hosted a variety of well-being sessions for organizations such as The RAAF
Base Soldiers in Recovery group. Each Friday the group joins us in the Sanctuary for a
Mindfulness and Meditation session. The Trinity College Students enjoyed a day retreat at
Riverdell and the staff who accompanied them enjoyed it so much that they booked a
Wellbeing Day just for teachers.
Our weekly offerings are growing with a core community group of attendees to Sunday
Service and our Weekly Yoga Classes. We have two ongoing weekly Yoga classes and our
Spiritual Gathering of Sunday Service.
When I started writing this annual report, I was not in my usual serene office surrounded by
gum trees. On July 11th, I left for a trip of a lifetime. Travelling the East Coast in my Van
Ernie. This trip started with a role managing a section of the Global Village at Splendour in the
Grass. This was an incredible opportunity to upskill and work on events/coordination of a
much larger nature. After Splendour, I made my way up the East Coast from Byron Bay to The
Daintree. I then headed over to the NT…well attempted, Ernie didn’t quite make it, but that
story is for another time. We had a flight to catch in Darwin on the 26th of August and were
1500kms away from Darwin and on the wings of kindness and utter wonderful luck, we made
our flight to Bali, Indonesia.
This was a dream only a few months ago. I felt torn as I did not want to jeopardize my position
here at Riverdell as I genuinely love my job. With some open communication and working out
some logistics, this trip was made possible. I feel truly honoured to be a part of such a
supportive, kind and heart-centred organisation. It was beautiful to be still involved and
working with the team while away.
I arrived home 14th of September with a whole heart, a new perspective, and a deep
appreciation for Riverdell. I am so enthused to begin landing some more significant event
ideas, such as the ‘Goodness Me’ Festival occurring in March 2023.
I feel as if we are expanding beautifully, diversifying our offerings with new and regular
facilitators.
I feel very grateful to be a part of this community that is Riverdell and for contributing to the
world in the ways that we do.
I look forward to winding down as we approach the end of the year. Our calendar is still
looking quite full of weekend retreats booked until mid-March 2023. I feel a sense of pride rise
within me. It is beautiful to be a part of a community that is constantly evolving and growing.
I look forward to what is to come. Thank you for all your support,
With love,
Jasmine
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MARKETING
COORDINATOR'S
REPORT
Paula McMahon
June 2022 marks three months since I started working here at Riverdell Spiritual Centre. I
enjoy my role, particularly the many opportunities it provides for freedom, creativity and the
ability to work as part of a team. I thoroughly enjoy the company of everyone who works
here, and I very much appreciate their willingness to make me feel welcome and a part of the
team.
When I was hired, it was explained that Riverdell was undergoing a transitional phase. I was,
and continue to be, inspired by the long history of Riverdell and the new mission and vision.
Through marketing, I aim to honour the history and values by way of storytelling while
simultaneously holding sight of the new mission and helping Riverdell grow and evolve.
As I am new to Riverdell, it is difficult for me to speak of the marketing efforts before my
arrival. Still, I would love to share my vision for marketing moving forward and my intention
behind the strategies.
Since my employment, I have implemented a slightly different strategy regarding Riverdell’s
social media presence. Along with the traditional marketing of events, I am posting content to
‘speak’ to people on a more personal and engaging level. My intention for this is to expand
Riverdell’s brand through increased reach and engagement and bring a voice to the sense of
community and connection that Riverdell provides. I see growing community connection as a
solid foundation to support the new direction for Riverdell as it moves towards offering a
‘membership’ structure, whereby people can experience an even greater sense of belonging
and connection to the centre; the land, the people, the values, the mission, and ultimately the
limitless opportunities that this special place holds.
Online we currently have over 1.5k Instagram followers, with an ‘account reach’ that
increased by 173% and ‘account engagement’ that increased by 99.4% over the last 90
days. We have nearly 7k Facebook followers, which is a 13.7% increase from last year.
The Riverdell Review e-newsletter continues to be sent monthly to engage with the
community and keep them up to date with all that is happening at Riverdell. I aim to bring a
balance of advertising the upcoming events and, once again, build connections and speak to
the essence and heart of what Riverdell has to offer. Each newsletter mentions the Sunday
Service, inviting people to attend in person or online. We currently have 1.5k subscribers,
which is an 80% increase from last year.
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MARKETING
COORDINATOR'S
REPORT
Continued
I have created a marketing plan for the next six months, including non-digital strategies such
as flyer drops to the local community, attending and advertising at expos, advertising in the
local Bunyip newspaper and networking with other conscious businesses. In March, we will
be holding the Goodness Me Festival, which will be an excellent opportunity to increase
Riverdell’s overall brand awareness.
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for having me here at Riverdell; it is always a
pleasure turning up the long tree-lined drive and feeling the energy this beautiful place
holds. I look forward to working alongside the rest of the team to help bring new visions,
ideas and offerings to life!
With love,
Paula McMahon
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ADVERTISING and
COMMUNICATIONS
The monthly e-newsletter now goes to over
1,500 subscribers, 80% more than 2021!
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SPIRITUAL FOCUS
REPORT
Ruth French
Sunday Service
The most consistent beat of our Spiritual program at Riverdell continues to be Sunday
Service, running 50 Sundays per year. We continue to appreciate the opportunities that our
Zoom connection offers, for those at some distance both within Australia and across the
globe, and we also have attendees present in the Sanctuary. Total attendance has varied
from 10 - 27. The Pulse of Spirit, most often words from David Karchere, offers the theme we
explore. We appreciate the high quality of both the printed material and the technical
equipment available at Riverdell.
Jane Anetrini from Colorado continues to support us each week, plus one other of the
Sunrise Services team. We are very grateful for the generosity of their presence and the
substance they bring.
In recent times, and very much in response to inviting posts on Social Media, we've been
delighted to have new people arrive at our door.
I wish to honour the regular assistance of Christine Spencer, currently 'taking leave', and
Cheyne Morris, in the preparation and presentation of Service. Cheyne came to Riverdell for
a 2-month stay midyear and assisted in a multitude of other ways as well. More recently
Linda Hall has helped also. Maggie Cope takes good notes to assist in the writing of reports.
Andrew Horwood joins us generally on the first Sunday of each month.
Creative Field Groups
Three creative field groups are hosted by members each month - Andrew Horwood and
James Swatman, Cheyne Morris, Christine Spencer and Ruth French. These once-a-month
opportunities to discuss thoughtful content are very much appreciated by all who participate.
Attunement and Spiritual Conversation
Cheyne and Christine offered a one-day 'Introduction to Attunement' very much appreciated
by the six people who attended. A follow-up day of Attunement will be provided by Cheyne in
November. A big Thank You to Christine for her weekly offering of Attunements earlier in the
year.
Cheyne has also initiated an online Spiritual Conversations group. Printed material, both
heritage and current are emailed for attendees to read and reflect on in a shared Zoom call.
Check Riverdell FB page for details.
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SPIRITUAL FOCUS
REPORT
Continued
The Future ...........
There has been the suggestion that we hold some Services, as an in-person-only group. This
could happen at the same time as a zoom service is happening. Stay tuned..........Share your
thoughts.
What newness is emerging in your Spiritual Exploration?
Ruth French
Spiritual Focus
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MEMBERS ETHICS
GUIDELINES
The Emissaries (SA) Inc.

These guidelines are designed to honour a person's right to choice, voluntary action,
responsibility and repentance. They are not intended to constrict the flow of life; rather, they
are designed to assist in establishing and maintaining the health of new and long-standing
friendships.
Members of the Emissary organization agree to the following:
I respect the divinity and spiritual sovereignty of every human being.
I honour and desire to understand all people regardless of race, colour, gender, age,
mental, emotional or physical capacity, sexual orientation, marital status, religious or
political belief.
I am aware that the quality of my expression and actions affects the world around me. I
will treat my environment and the people in it with respect and understanding.
I accept full responsibility for my own path and life choices. While I may seek counsel
from others associated with The Emissaries, I will act wisely and carefully on my own
behalf and seek other assistance where needed to guide my life choices.
I accept full responsibility to act wisely and carefully on my own behalf as I offer my
time, money, talent and resource into the Emissary program, understanding that what I
give is offered freely
I monitor continually the integrity of my motives in all my interactions.
I understand that my own experience of wholeness and clarity is the basis for healthy
behaviour and relatedness to others.
I will honour all confidential agreements unless divulgence is required by law.
I will not physically, sexually, financially, emotionally, verbally, or in any other way
deliberately abuse, harass or exploit anyone.
I agree to these ethics guidelines. I do so in the interest of allowing the maximum
experience of loving, enriching and mentoring one another in a safe, healthy and
respectful manner that empowers all concerned.
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MEMBERS ETHICS
GUIDELINES
Those who represent the Emissary program or provide leadership also agree to the
following:
I will not use my position in the Emissary program for personal gain, advancement or to
manipulate decision-making processes.
I do not assume my leadership role gives me the right to intrude in other people's lives.
I will be alert to and respectful of other people's emotional and physical boundaries.
I am open to hear both supportive and challenging feedback about the quality of my
service.
I will deal honourably with the record of my predecessor and the opportunities of my
successor in leadership.
I receive gratefully people's gifts of money, time, talent and resource on behalf of the
Emissary program. I do not pressure anyone or demand gifts or contributions of any
kind.
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THE EMISSARIES (SA) INC
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

HELD AT RIVERDELL, 1:30PM SUNDAY 7TH NOVEMBER 2021
Members Present:
At Riverdell: (In no particular order) Ruth French, Maggie Cope, Christine Spencer, Richard Dowling, Jude
Fenton, Colin Cloudsdale & Justin Martin
By Telephone Hook Up: Andrew Horwood, Lyell Horwood, James Swatman, Deirdre Cuttle, Cheyne Morris
Present by PROXY: Frances Wauchope, Barbara Beaumont, Rita Koehler
Apologies: Jewels Bolland
Opening:
The President of the Board, Cheyne Morris, opened the meeting with a Welcome to Country honouring
Australia’s First Nations and called this Annual General Meeting of The Emissaries (SA) Inc to order at 1.30pm
noting that a quorum is present. Cheyne appreciated the lively morning
Minutes of Last Year’s Annual General Meeting 15 November 2020:
Motion: That the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 15 November 2020 be accepted
Moved: Andrew Horwood Seconded: Colin Cloudsdale Carried Unanimously
Reports:
Motion: That the following written Annual Reports for 2020-2021 be accepted: President’s Report, Business
Manager’s Report, Spiritual Focus Report; Treasurer’s Report, Auditors Report
Moved: Andrew Horwood
Seconded: Ruth French Carried Unanimously
President’s Report: Cheyne gave an overview for EDL over the last year. A major focus for the Board has
been to review and work on the organisation’s 5 year Strategic Plan. COVID is continuing to offer amazing
opportunities for Riverdell Spiritual Centre to move forward. Thanks to Justin, who demonstrated exceptional
leadership steering the Riverdell Spiritual Centre through these unprecedented times. This leadership will
enable us to respond to new challenges and go further than ever before.
Thanks also to Ruth for allowing richness and newness and deeply appreciated their spirit of support.
Cheyne thanked her Board colleagues for the commitment and service over the year and warmly congratulated
our resilient, inspiring staff, who gave their all in exceptional circumstances.
Business Manager Report: Justin spoke to his report noting activity has been on an energetic level last 2 plus
years – gaining Council approval for larger public events.
As a direct result of our teams’ hard work and vision, the calendar at Riverdell has never been busier. The fact
that all our activities now hold at their heart a spiritual intention is deeply satisfying. Justin is looking forward to
growing the men’s support group.
Justin thanked Jasmine Hornby specifically for her outstanding service and love of Riverdell Spiritual Centre.
Jasmine consistently says yes to the opportunities that unfold.
A feature of the last year is the improvements in our facilities. These projects have ranged in scale from
redesigning and planting out of garden areas to new builds. Many of these projects experienced significant
delays due to material shortages and other unanticipated factors. Despite these external forces, the construction
of a new EMSA Resource Centre is well underway and looking fabulous.
A significant change to the Riverdell environment has been related to our Staff team. We said goodbye to longterm employee Ian Jones as he reached retirement age and felt that he was due a well-deserved rest.
For many years, Ian has stewarded the grounds at Riverdell with passion and expertise. His presence at
Riverdell is missed, and we thank him for the energy and enthusiasm that he shared with us.
We have big plans for next year, most notably an increase in óff-site activity and a special event to plan and
execute.
Justin thanked the Board of Directors for its ongoing support and, importantly, our EMSA members base.
Lyell noted Justin’s deepening maturity, appreciating his effort and heartfelt commitment over a number of
years.
Andrew also added his deep appreciation for Justin’s stewardship.
James appreciated the support he has received as a new Board member.
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Spiritual Focus Report: Ruth spoke to her report appreciating the team bringing together the Sunday
Service. Services have continued consistently with the combination of people physically present in the
Riverdell Sanctuary and others joining us from close by, around Australia and around the world, via Zoom
We needed to explore new ways of being together that co-operated with the restrictions the Covid pandemic
brought. We have a flexible team who assist in preparing and presenting our Service each week.
Ruth thanked Christine Spencer for her assistance locally.
Maggie thanked Ruth for holding the focus. Andrew formally thanked Ruth for her enormous blessing,
acknowledging the sense of rhythm that has a wholesome feel. Cheyne thanked Christine Spencer for
offering Attunements on a weekly basis and the loving energy Christine brings.
Justin thanked Ruth marvelling at her willingness to step into uncomfortable situations and the heart Ruth
brings.
Treasurer’s Report & Auditor’s Report: EMSA is doing well, and our financial position remains very strong,
due largely to our sound investment income and the pleasing increase in Riverdell event income.
With a combination of a strong passive income stream and increasing income from Riverdell events, we can
be assured of financial stability for years ahead.
What drives the Board’s approach to our financial situation is always remembering that the purpose of our
ongoing financial strength is to enable EMSA to provide programs which promote our spiritual mission.
Cheyne offered deep appreciation to Andrew and Justin relative to EDL Aust finances.
Justin thanked Andrew and appreciated his perspective and experience.

Motion: That the Treasurer’s Report and Auditor’s Report be accepted as presented.
Moved: Cheyne Morris
Seconded: James Swatman
Carried: All in favour
Except for Lyell Horwood who abstained due to not having viewed documents.
Election of Board Members for the 2021 to 2023 Term:
Board members retiring after completing two years of service on the Board are:
Jude Fenton, Christine Spencer and Andrew Horwood
Board members staying on for another year of service till 2022 AGM:
Ruth French, Justin Martin, James Swatman and Cheyne Morris
Nominations received from the next two years 2021 - 2023:
Jude Fenton, Christine Spencer and Andrew Horwood
There were three Board members retiring, and three nominations were received by the closing time. The
constitution (clause 10.3) allows for up to seven (7) members of the Board. An election will not be required
and those nominating will be duly elected to the Board for the term of 2021-2023.
There was applause.
Closure:
Cheyne thanked everyone for their presence noting it was an exciting time. The Board heartily supports and is
open to ideas/suggestions from members. The meeting closed at 2.40 pm.
Jude Fenton
Recording Secretary
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